Life cycle analysis of electrically actuated SMA spring using Talbot interferometry.
Electrically actuated shape memory alloys (SMAs) find widespread applications in engineering and science. Such materials are known to retain/remember their state. In the stressed/deformed state, when activated by the application of a suitable excitation mechanism, such as the use of heat or potential, they return to their original unstressed state. To test their reliability, it is a standard procedure to undertake a life cycle analysis. In this paper, the life cycle analysis of a SMA spring using the Talbot interferometric technique is reported. The life cycle of the SMA spring is analyzed in terms of the displacement drift, which sets in because of the functional fatigue generated due to its repeated use. Collimated light from a He-Ne laser transmitted through a beam splitter is converged through a focusing lens onto a plane mirror attached to the spring. Backreflected light from the mirror is incident on a set of two Ronchi gratings separated by the Talbot distance, forming a moiré pattern. The resulting interferograms are analyzed using a fringe rotation mechanism. The angle of orientation is a function of displacement drift. There is deterioration in the SMA property because of repeated cycles, and the spring loses its ability to return to its original unstretched position. The values of the displacement drift generated after 1, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000 such cycles as measured using a Talbot interferometer are 0, 0.875, 1.275, 1.459, 1.720, and 1.859 mm, respectively. It is observed that the SMA effect deteriorates as the number of stretching/contraction cycles increases. The uncertainty analysis is also reported. The expanded uncertainty was determined to be 201.61 μm.